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About This Content

The Class 156 DMU, also known as a Super Sprinter, was built from 1987 to 1989 by Metro-Cammell as part of the effort to
replace the ageing fleet of first-generation DMUs dating back to the 1950s. The Class 156s were all built as two-car sets, each
set comprising a pair of driving motor units. Powered by 6-cylinder diesel engines, Super Sprinters are rated to run at 75mph

and are used mainly for suburban and short-haul branch line duties. All units have now passed from British Rail ownership into
private hands, and are currently in operation with a number of train operators including Scotrail, Northern Rail, East Midlands

Trains, and National Express East Anglia.

**Please note that the Class 156 cannot be controlled using the in-game HUD driver interface or Xbox controller.

Updated Features

Projecting exterior headlights for low light visibility

Cab night lighting (activated using Shift + L)

 QuickDrive Compatible

Key Features:

Advance Warning System (AWS) self-test routine.
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Fully functional destination blind (operates during game-play).

Westinghouse notched brake system.

Animated cab accessories such as windows, sun blinds and arm rest.

Fully functional wheel slip protection (WSP) with realistic speedo fluctuations.

High quality audio with stereo cab sound effects.

Semi-functional “compressor speed up” feature.

Realistic cab night lighting effects.

Driver to guard buzzer.

Drivers Reminder Application (DRA).

6 liveries:Regional Railways, Express, CT, ONE, Northern and Scotrail.

Scenarios:

Scenarios for the Great Western Main Line route, East Coast Main Line (Newcastle to York) route and Test Trak route:

 Northern in the South

 Norwich Knowledge

 Where should they go?

 Sprinting the ECML

 Midnight-moon

 Shunt move
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I'm not a fan of remixes, but this music got me all pumped up!. Hello i have big problem since i played this game for years non
steam, how to get that apc in mission whitch u need to clear outpost thank u. Weird and interesting, with a unique art direction
which is crippled by terrible gameplay and horrible lighting.. Wow, this is skippable. So skippable.. Combination of Elder Sign
+ Pathfinder.
+ Instructions and tips
+ Replay value due to improving characters and random encounters
+ Fun

- Kinda hard
- 99 cent DLCs moving forward
. ahahaha this game is so ♥♥♥♥ing bad. and for some reason its $8. get one of the pro pinball games off GOG instead, or the
williams collection if you're a ~console gamer~
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IF YOU CAN READ THIS, PLEASE SEND
PIZZA. FOR THE LOVE OF GOD!_. In the critical real world = 2\/10

In the cut them a break; it's not a AAA game, It's a few bucks and quite a fun little game you'd expect to find at like an arcade,
kind of "world" = 7\/10

I'm actually quite enjoying the game. Only on the second mission but still. I got it for $1.97 and I'd gladly give them double just
to help the devs out. It does support Logitech Extreme 3d pro joystick. Probably supports others but that's the one I got. The
default controls are wonky and weird. So definitely rebind your keys.

Pros:
Quick, fun little dogfighting game
Pretty good landscape\/background\/ground textures\/graphics actually
Interesting plane\/ship models
Controls are fairly responsive once you rebind them
Pretty good arcade style physics, speed is key
Joystick support
Unlimited ammo, regenerative health
Pretty "diverse" set of locations considering

Cons:
Graphics are obviously overall pretty dated but clearly some love was put into them. (Not a biggie)
Voice acting was pretty "bad." But didn't bother me
Horrible default keybindings (especially for joystick)
No graphical\/audio options. Though any computer post 2008 can run the game but still. Would have liked to downsampled the
game to get rid of the little bit of aliasing here and there.
Few UI issues here and there, no biggie
No ECM\/Chaff to help with avoiding lock on missiles, must dodge
Only 6 missions. I want MORE and I'm only halfway through it

Overall: I'd say grab the game (even at normal price, $2.99) if you're into quick, fun, indie games that had some effort put into
them, are updated, and aren't blatant cash grabs. Which this is NOT. Or if you enjoy dogfighting games. Let me be clear, this
isn't an Ace Combat game, it isn't a AAA game, it doesn't have much of a story, or really a top knotch anything. BUT if you just
want to have some quick dogfighting fun in fairly large aerial battles pick this up, help a small time developer who isn't all that
bad. I'm only the second mission but really wanted to review thiis because I was actually pretty impressed considering. I didn't
go in with high expectations and am pleasently surprised "SO FAR."

Pick it up. You spend more on a cup of Joe.
. Spetrum Retreat is a first person narritive driven puzzle game in the same vain as games like portal. You are trapped in a
monotinous cycle as a resident of the mysterious Penrose Hotel and, with the help of a voice on your phone, you must make
your way to the roof in order to escape. The game is divided into sections with multiple puzzel levels that all revolve around
moving colours to specific points to pass through doors. These puzzels are very numerous and quiet challenging. The unique
puzzel mechanics are very entertaining and you feel a sense of achievement when you beat a particualry intricate level. The
puzzel sections are intercut with narrative sections that reveal the mystery of the hotel. The narrative is intriguing and well
presented both viusally and through dialogue. The theme of monotony is especially strong in the design ellements of the hotel
and the repetitive nature of the story. Graphically this game is stunning to look at. The grand but isolated hotel reminded me
especially of the Shining. The game is quite short, but considering its low price point and the quality of the puzzels this is not a
problem to me. I'm about halfway through and am finding increasing difficulty appropriatly challenging, and as more mechanics
are added regualrly it keeps the game fresh and moving.
My only complaint would be the lack of an ajustable FOV slider, but hopefully a future patch can fix this.

I would deffinitly recommend the spectrum retreart. It feels like a £20 or more game in quality and presentation, and so it being
avaliable for £10 is an absolute steel and will entertain and challenge you. I can't wait to see how the story ends.. Insane 2 offers
a number of innovations in the off-road racing genre. Besides the traditional time trial mode, the game features 9 other game
modes, including the popular “Capture the flag”, “Gate hunt” and “Pathfinder”, as well as some new competitions, such as bonus
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hunting, territory control and helicopter pursuit. All of these modes are also available in multiplayer, with up to eight players
participating simultaneously.

More than one hundred and fifty races combined into championships and cup competitions take place in Europe, America,
Africa and the Antarctic. The game has an enormous variety of long distance tracks: sand and snowy deserts, high-speed roads
and impassable cross-country paths, African beaches and deserted Antarctic stations.

The game features 18 vehicles of different classes, from buggies to monstrous “Bigfoots”, as well as an additional prototype
class. Rating points won in the races can be used to upgrade any of the vehicles, from a selection of 15 running gear, body or
engine upgrade alternatives. Each vehicle is furnished with a detailed destruction system. Reaching the end of a course without
suffering any losses is an enormous challenge that only a select few are able to accomplish. The opponents, who constantly
create extreme situations, aren’t the only danger: players also need to watch out for railway crossings, heavy tanker trucks and
even lightning in stormy weather.. Really cute and wholesome, goodvibes~. Really old game. The graphics are very pixelated.
but it's still fun to play through the missons. Multiplayer is dead.
It still runs perfectly on Windows 10, which I find amazing.. This is one of those game that gives you more than the actual
playtime.
It took me 5 minutes to complete this "game," but I felt a gentle breeze of warmth that I could not experience from any other
"normal" games. This game is so simple, that I cannot possibly elaborate further than the actual description of the game itself.

All I can say is that, the music is great, the art style is very good, and overall, a good feeling left inside you after you are done
reading the story book. Their daily routine might be different than yours, but we can all relate somehow. I think that is the true
beauty of this game.

It's only 5 minute game, and its free. I do insist. Give it a go!. Apparently, a parkour FPS. The only parkour part is double
jumping. But yea, abandoned at early alpha state, dead, no idea how I got it in my backlog, goodbye, bai-bai.. Abstract golf -
harder then new Sekiro.... This game is a not bad survival game with decent graphics and sound effects, with a hard learning
curve. When you need to craft things, the way it is done in this game is more realistic then in other types of this genre. And that
is quite appealing.

Okay, let's sum it up here a little bit... Things which makes this game interesting!

- Day\/Night Cycle
- Equipment, lighting needs power from the generator
- Different types of Equipment for manufacturing different types of items
for example: (sawmill for planks, foundry unit for nails, bolts, etc..)
- Once found a hatchet, start cutting that firewood
- Taking a nap in your bed saves the game
- Sub menus to equipment using TAB in all situations
- You find a backpack, equip it so you have access to an inventory
- There is a warehouse box in the basement in where you can store more items
- You can dump items on the floor without them despawning, but when you save the game, there is a chance that they do
dissappear.

? I have found seeds, but not the Field yet for any form of farming yet, I thought, lets dump it in the squeezer to get oil, but
there is actually a small oil rig on the map. All I need to get is some form of transportation of that black liquid.
I saw you can fish, like as in ingredients, so making a fish rod once the generator is running is a good idea to start with.

So I was walking around and suddenly I heard a weird noise and my thought were "Oh no... Not ANOTHER zombie survival
game a.k. 7 Days 2 Die??" But when I investigated the weird noise, it was actually a bear, so I was relieved! So that will be my
source of meat, if I ever get a weapon of some sort.
I noticed that the waterpool around the church is an instant death, so I try to avoid taking a bath in there the next time. :D
Found some music albums in the basement and because the music player does not require power and the evening was already
setting, I thought, let's listen to some music before bedtime (whenever available).
Then nightfall eventually happened, you cannot skip the night appearantly. And then I heard some strange noises, evil laughing,
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growling, sounds of somebody pulling it's leg, scratching on the boardplanks, something ripping off and then footsteps... I was in
the bedroom, listening to some nice Old American Songs, figuring out how to stop the music player because of the weird noises.
FInally I succeeded, turned around and some half naked chick was doing the CanCan while she laughed in an evil way (same
way when you got a succesful date with a woman, you pull your pants down and she points her finger to your manlyhood and
starts laughing which makes you think about her honesty of being a virgin...)
And then I died... Just great....

So I pressume people from a nearby loonybin have escaped and doing a murderous raid to anything and anybody they come
across... I don't wanna think about zombies, like I NEVER heard a zombie laugh or doing the CanCan... -_-

---

> I have not found a weapon yet, the hatchet is NOT a weapon. I did find a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton of
ammo in the basement, but no gun or whatever.
> Have not found a use-able bucket (the one from the well is firmly attached) or any form of transpot of the oil to the generator
> To access utilities you need to stand near it (same as the bed) press TAB (for inventory) and you will see another menu for the
other device\/machine
> Getting thirsty, I see water but I can't drink it. The waterwell is unaccessable. Curious what is needed to get my daily dose of
water consumption. If I don't drink enough water every day, my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665will be so sour that my
tube is aching for at least a few hours...
Like the GUIDE says I can drink any form of water, except for the water from the cemetary...

Have not figured everything out yet. I just keep on dying every night, maybe it's because I can't dance? So now I am hiding in
the church in the top of the tower and waiting till the sun goes up again. I will probably fail, but I like to try out things before
giving up.

Had an encounter with that dreadfull bear, quite a persistent creature, kept following me wherever I went, the map is not THAT
big but eventually I got rid of it. Also found deers. Another means of meat, BUT still need a weapon and most important:
Drinking Water which I still haven't figured out yet. I had this idea to hide in the church tower for the night, I died because of
dehydration. :P

I got a real hard time on learning this game... I even tried the guide, but the guide is not telling me the things I need to know.

And I found the weed... Lots of it... A little voice tells me not to take this game too serious but the other one points on all the
evidence which could make this game very good.

---

RECOMMENDATION = YES

(especially when you look at the price...)

[if the DEVELOPER still works on this game, I hope there will be options like brightness and the fact when I press OUTPUT
the game is reset and back to main menu, for now I have no thoughts of improvements or whatever, I am already happy the
mouse is locked in the game and it works smoothly with walking without lag - But I would not be surprised that the developer
one day decided to rebuild the game from ground up, improving even better graphics with correct shadows and shadings and
even more immersive crafting and collecting - For now the price is nice and low, let's see if I still think it should stay that way or
need to be pumped up a notch, because the game is appealing a lot!
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